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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript
and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors
should write his/her feedback here)

Compulsory REVISION comments




The text highlighted in RED needs to be omitted and the text highlighted in GREEN needs to be
added.
The text highlighted in YELLOW under the INTRODUCTION needs thorough correction
grammatically.
The text highlighted in TORQUOISE requires logical and more explicit explanation.
Write the advantages and indications of extraoral techniques together ( the text in gray)
Which “above mentioned type of anesthesia” is being referred? Highlighted in light blue
The word patients is being repeated many times ; correct the English of the text highlighted in
YELLOW under Methodology
What was the criteria of OSMF? Was it diagnosed clinically; if yes then which classification
was used; or was it diagnosed histopathologically??
Mention the reference of the technique used for extra oral anesthesia
Mention the no of patients instead of “almost all” text highlighted in TORQUOISE under
Results and under abstract as well.
“While, no severe pain was found among both groups” which both groups are being referred to??
“most of the cases” again mention the no of cases and don’t use words like almost all or most
for objective things
In KEYWORDS mention words separated by commas and not sentences
The usage of word treatment highlighted in PINK in abstract, discussion and conclusion is not
apt
Mention about the results of the study highlighted in TORQUOISE in DISCUSSION
Correct the ENGLISH of the text highlighted in YELLOW in discussion as the meaning or
information being conveyed is not understood.
Mention the time for onset of anesthesia in IANB also in discussion

Minor REVISION comments

Optional/General comments
Objective of the study is good ….could have explained the importance of study in a much better way
by writing a good discussion comparing their results with other studies.
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